
Clothes and fashion

Тема урока:



English proverbs about 
fashion:

1. Fine feather make fine 
birds.

2. Clothes make the man.
 3. Never judge the book by 

its cover.



Match the English proverbs with the Russian 
equivalents.

1. Fine feather make 
fine birds.

2. Clothes make the 
man.

3. Never judge the 
book by its cover.

a) Без хвоста и ворона      
не красна.

 в) По одежке 
встречают, по уму 

провожают.

  с) В наряде пригож, а 
без него на пень похож.

































Маке the sentence longer. Choose the possible answer.
.

1. At school I always wear my special suit - 
my____________. 

2. I change my school clothes for _____ when I come 
home. 

3. When I go in for sports I wear my track suit and 
_______. 

(A coat, a hat, a scarf, boots, gloves, shorts, T-shirt and sandals, 
T-shirt and jeans, pajamas, school uniform,  best dress/suit, trainers, 
raincoat, boots, a jacket, sweater and jeans.)



Маке the sentence longer. Choose the possible answer.

4. When I go to the theatre or to my friend’s party I 
put on my best _____. 
5. In the evening after a shower I put on my bathrobe 
and then I go to bed in my_______. 

6. In winter when it’s cold we put on warm clothes: 
__________. 

(a coat, a hat, a scarf, boots, gloves, shorts, T-shirt and 
sandals, T-shirt and jeans, pajamas, school uniform,  
best dress/suit, trainers, raincoat, boots, a jacket, 
sweater and jeans)



Маке the sentence longer. Choose the possible answer.

7. When the weather is cool I wear my _______. 

8. In hot summer I prefer wearing _________. 

9. When it’s raining I wear a ______ with a hood, 

and______. 

 

(a coat, a hat, a scarf, boots, gloves, shorts, T-shirt 
and sandals, T-shirt and jeans, pajamas, school 
uniform,  best dress/suit, trainers, raincoat, boots, a 
jacket, sweater and jeans)



Match the word combinations with their definitions: 
⚫ 1. a shop assistant                               

2. a shop window

⚫ 3. a shop list                                       

4. a shopping centre                             

5. I’m being served …                          

6. a supermarket                                 

7. a boutique                                       

8. a  fitting room                           

9. I am looking for …                            

10. I’m just looking … 

⚫ a) a list of things to buy
⚫ b) sells fashionable clothes
⚫ c) sells food and household goods

⚫ d) I don’t need help

⚫ e) a person who works in a shop

⚫ f) I want to buy something

⚫ g) a place with many shops, outside or 
indoors

⚫ h) a window at the front of the shop

⚫ i) a room where you try on clothes 

⚫ j) another assistant is already serving 
me



Choose the most important factors for you:

• Price
• Comfort
• Fashion in my class
• Fashion magazines
• Adverts on TV
• Parents’ advice
• Friend’s advice
• Individuality



In the town where I was born 
Lived a man who sailed to sea 
And he told us of his life 

In the land of submarines                                Yellow Submarine
So we sailed up to the sun                                      (The Beatles)
Till we found a sea of green 
And we lived beneath the waves 
in our yellow submarine 

We all live in a yellow submarine 
Yellow submarine, yellow submarine 
We all live in a yellow submarine 
Yellow submarine, yellow submarine 

And our friends are all aboard 
Many more of them live next door 
And the band begins to play                    (Refrain)

As we live a life of ease 
Every one of us has all we need 
Sky of blue and sea of green 
In our yellow submarine                            (Refrain)



Words to the text:

a Bavarian — баварец
a miner — шахтер
in search of gold — в поисках золота
durable - прочный
to be an immediate success — сразу же стать популярным
canvas — парусина (ткань)
to stuff with tools and rocks — заполнять инструментами 
и камнями
copper rivets — медные заклепки



Make a quiz: 

1. Levi Strauss was
                      a) American.
                      b) German.
                      c)Russian.
2. He was a
                     a) book seller.
                     b) tailor (портной)
                     c) cloth seller
3.  First jeans
                     a) were blue.
                     b) had no colour.
                     c)  were dirty.
 



4. A Russian immigrant Jacob David offered Strauss idea of
                                              a) using copper rivets.
                                              b) selling jeans.
                                              c) fable.
5.  Levi and Jacob patented their new kind of trousers in
                                              a) 1873.
                                              b) 1883.
                                              c) 1836.



Check and give marks each other:

1. b)
2. c)
3. b)
4. a)
5. a)



Home task:
     1. Express your personal attitude towards 
fashion.    
         Choose from the suggestions below:
                   a) I don’t care what I wear.

              b) Fashion is important.
              c) Clothes do not make the man but …
2. WB p. 42 -45 Ex. -5



Did you like the lesson? Was it interesting for you?

I liked acting ….

As for me, I preferred the information about ….

I liked speaking about …



A  joke about Albert Einstein

.

One day Albert Einstein’s wife asked him to 
change clothes to meet the German 
Ambassador. He answered, 
“If they want to see me, here I am. If they 
want to see my clothes, open my closet and 
show my suits.” 



Change the sentences into reported speech.

1. “I think shopping is a waste of time”, says Mike. 

2. She asks him, “What make do you prefer?” 

3. Daniel says, “I prefer designer clothes”. 

4. Ann says, “I don’t like to stay out”. 

5. “Everybody likes a bargain”, Alex says. 


